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Identification of satellite CDR capability (geophysical parameters, satellite sensor record (inter)-calibration, processing chains, algorithms):

The AVHRR sensor was the first operational imaging instrument (launched 1978) with multispectral observation capability of clouds, aerosols and Earth surfaces. Numerous CDRs have been compiled based on AVHRR data through the years. Since the sensor still operates on current space platforms and since its spectral channels are inherited on many future sensors, the AVHRR dataset must be considered as one of the cornerstones of the satellite-based climate monitoring program.

Justification of the project including a very brief summary of the related work from the literature, and an assessment of the feasibility of the proposed activity:

Through the work of CEOS WGCV and GSICS there have been improvements in the methods to provide consistent radiometric calibration of optical sensors in recent years. The emphasis of this work has primarily focused on current operational missions to address the basic level-1 radiometry. Although this goes some way towards providing consistent datasets, this does not fully address the effects on long term FCDRs. Even for well calibrated sensors, differences in spectral response, view geometry and overpass times can introduce apparent biases that have major impacts on providing consistent FCDRs. It is therefore essential that these differences are well characterised and understood to account for these.

This project aims at securing a continuing improvement of the AVHRR fundamental climate data record (FCDR) comprising accurately calibrated and inter-calibrated radiances. Substantial progress has been achieved here in recent years (e.g., Heidinger et al., 2010) but additional efforts are needed for reaching optimal results (as pointed out by Molling et al., 2010). Uncertainties also remain regarding the calibration of the infrared channels (e.g. Mittaz & Harris 2011). Additionally, several other aspects than the pure calibration accuracy influence the ability to deduce trustworthy climate trends from AVHRR data.
Some of them are image navigation accuracies, temporal coverage and resolution (affecting observation homogeneity) and orbital drift. The intention is to also address some of these aspects in this activity.

The fact that the overall task is quite demanding and requiring coordination between several research groups motivates proposing this activity as a SCOPE-CM activity. Noteworthy is also that AVHRR calibration activities have been going on for a while also outside of the US (e.g. in the ESA-CLOUD-CCI project) which further emphasizes the need for an international coordination of the efforts.

References:

Current and targeted Maturity Level (see Maturity Matrix Model):
Development has definitely passed the lowest maturity levels (1-2) but since full consensus about methodologies has still not been reached the current status is estimated to reside at level 3 for some time. A target could be to reach maturity level 4 within a five-year period.

Expected results, challenges and potential contributions of the project
- Consensus about calibration of visible channels (either by choosing one single reference method or by merging results from different approaches)
- Using other calibration references (e.g., VIIRS, AATSR, MERIS) than the most recently used reference (MODIS)
- Reducing uncertainties in comparison with other sensors by modeling the impact of spectral variations for inter-comparison methods based on both selected surface sites and simultaneous nadir observations (SNOs)
- Finding appropriate correction schemes for infrared calibration or updated calibration coefficients/methods
• Revisiting AVHRR GAC navigation accuracy – complementing existing clock error corrections with image-based methods (pattern matching) for estimating effects of varying satellite attitude parameters
• Providing guidance for optimal homogenization of data (e.g., Level 2b vs Level 3, diurnal sampling, etc.)
• Testing approaches for orbital drift on all data levels (Level 1, Level 2, Level 3)

**Expected project duration and tentative schedule**
A long-term commitment (minimum 5 years) is foreseen. A more detailed schedule formulated around the previously mentioned tasks has to be defined but it is difficult to do this at present time (since pending the outcome of upcoming project proposals).

**Funding situation (current grants, expected funding proposals)**
Grants currently available (or foreseen) until 2016-2017 in CM SAF, NOAA and ESA-CLOUD-CCI.

CM SAF: ~ ½ scientist position
NOAA: ~ ½ scientist position (Fy2013 only). No funding secured after this year.
ESA-CLOUD-CCI: ~ ½ scientist position

More resources are needed to guarantee sufficient progress. New proposals are being prepared or planned (e.g., proposals to national space agencies, proposals to ESA-CLOUD-CCI project Phase 2 or to NOAA CDR program).

**Needed and available processing capacities:**
Current processing facilities are probably sufficient. More important is to get scientists to work with these tasks.

**Curriculum vitae of the key investigators and list of key partners (maximum 1 page for each investigator; these are not included in the 4-page limit of the letter of intent)**
CVs for key investigators Karl-Göran Karlsson (CM SAF), Andrew Heidinger (NOAA) and Caroline Poulsen (RAL) are given in the following pages. Key partners are listed on previous pages 1-2.
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